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Introduction  
 
The electricity generation in the UK relies mainly on fossil fuels, which emit carbon dioxide 
and other greenhouse gasses. The domestic sector accounts for more than one third of the 
overall energy usage (DECC, 2010). Reducing household electricity use therefore represents 
a significant opportunity to reduce human impact on the environment. 
 
It is possible to reduce energy consumption through efficiency (building products that use 
less energy) and also through curtailment (by the way people use these products). This 
research is focusing upon the behavioural aspect of energy use, to get a better understanding 
of the determinants of behaviours and to develop interventions based on how people use 
energy. The overall aim is to evaluate the effectiveness and acceptance of interventions 
designed to promote energy conservation during use of regular household appliances.  
 
It is understood that it is possible to reduce the energy usage by exchanging appliances for 
modern ones. However, owning efficient equipment or living in low energy dwellings does 
not mean that people will save energy (Crosbie & Baker, 2010; Gill, Tierney, Pegg, & 
Allan, 2010). Furthermore, tenants living in furnished houses or students living in halls of 
residence are not able to choose their appliances, which sometimes are not very efficient 
(Davis, 2010). The real challenge is to understand how to motivate people to use less energy 
when dealing with existing appliances. 
 
To accomplish this, one specific domestic appliance was selected to be analysed. The 
cooking activity represents an interesting practice, since it demands several interactions 
between users and appliances, the user is next to the appliance during energy consumption, 



and there is numerous energy saving behaviours that can be performed during the process 
(Wood & Newborough, 2007). 
 
As part of the understanding process, a user observation study and interviews were 
performed with university students to analyse how they cook, how much electricity they use, 
and what are the determinants of their energy-related behaviours. Subsequent studies 
involved surveys to understand users’ attitudes, social norms and perceived behavioural 
control towards a set of developed energy saving techniques. This knowledge is informing 
the design of specific persuasive interventions and will determine the most suitable 
intervention to be introduced to the target population. 
 
Results and discussion 
 
This research demonstrated that participants behave in diverse ways, resulting in varied 
energy usage, even when cooking the same meal, using the same utensils and the same 
appliances (as previously demonstrated in Oliveira, Mitchell, & Badni, 2012). The 
performance of the participants was compared with recommended best practices. These 
recommendations consist of a set of energy saving tips for cooking small meals that involves 
boiling, using electric cookers with solid metal plate hobs: keep track of time; measure the 
amount of water; use a small pan; use the lid; choose the small hob; reduce the heat when 
the water is boiling; and turn off the heat 2 or 3 minutes before the end of the cooking time. 
Results showed that, on average, participants used 3 times more energy than needed. During 
the semi-structured interviews, participants provided diverse explanations for their 
behaviours, including attitudes, personal preferences, habit and the need for convenience (as 
reported in Oliveira, Mitchell, & Badni, 2011). Furthermore, for most of the students, that is 
the first time they are away from home, and since they are not very experienced, their family 
and friends had an effect in how they cook. Another aspect influencing participants’ 
behaviours was the level of control over the behaviour. Some of them don’t have the skills, 
knowledge or self-efficacy to perform the proposed techniques. Also, the ownership of the 
right utensils influenced their behaviours. This information fed the development of a 
questionnaire designed to evaluate enablers and constrains of the suggested behaviours, 
according to participant’s perceptions. This study was based on the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991) and on the Reasoned Action Approach (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). 
The data analysis is still being processed, and will hopefully provide useful information 



about people’s attitudes toward the behaviours, their perceived social norms, their beliefs 
regarding level of control and also their intentions to perform the proposed behaviours. 
 
Outcomes 
 
One possible way to motivate students to behave in a more sustainable way is by providing 
added instructions in a way that facilitates the cooking process. This research is proposing to 
use an electronic recipe as a mobile phone application. This recipe can aggregate 
information about how to prepare the food and at the same time tell people how to use the 
appliances in a more efficient way. By informing each step to be taken during the 
preparation of a regular dish, using timers, prompts and reinforcements it can lead to 
reduced use of electricity. The main expected outcome from this research is new knowledge 
about the effectiveness of the proposed interventions in promoting behaviour change and 
energy saving. It is also expected to produce useful information on the aspects of the 
interventions that are more acceptable by the target population. The final outcomes will be a 
theoretical contribution to the knowledge of intervention design processes, a framework 
intended to facilitate the design of future interventions involving human-computer 
interaction, and also a set of recommendations to promote sustainable cooking behaviours 
among university students. 
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